
The last straw: this is the story of an audacious Aurovilian climbing the staircase of power 
in Auroville at high speed… 

As it was disclosed on 25/4/2019, P. SATHYAMURTHY aka as Kalyamurthy and better 
known as Kalya from Aspiration. This man is running multifaceted companies, a group of a 
private companies, with the exception of one which is under an Auroville umbrella called 
“Progress Landscape (and construction)”. His wife, called Aurosathyakala, daughter of V. 
Rajamani, sister of R. Selvam and R. Sundar is also part of this setup… 
Recently, Kalya had a dream: becoming member of the FAMC, an upstate body of the 
Auroville Foundation looking after the management of the funds and assets of Auroville… 
Why not? 

He had been able in the last few years to grasp a sizable and valuable heritage asset of 
Auroville which was build under Roger Anger guidance as the “Sanskrit School” in the 
seventies. He managed to get it from SAIIER. Kalya was able, thanks to his connections 
and a high dose of influence-peddling, to manage to get this building free of cost handed 
over to him on a silver platter… 

 
This was a school and now it has become his business office. 

This building was not an asset of SAIIER. It is a property of Auroville since long before the 
Government of India came in the picture. It should have been protected from grabbing by 
any business unit for their use. It has now became an office for “Progress Landscape”, a 
shadow Auroville unit declaring low incomes from the others managed family private 
commercial enterprises working in tandem with “Auroform”, a unit of the Sri Aurobindo 
Ashram channeling unaccounted funds made from questionable businesses for high-class 
rich people’s villas and farmhouses in the whole south India area.  



The funds running from one to the others is certainly many crores of Rupees every year, 
some of which end up in private pockets… Eventually, after some times, the former office 
of New Creation was transferred to a private house occupant (below)...  
  

 

God and some members of some other groups and some of the FAMC knew how much 
funds had changed hands.  It looks like a large part of the money was given back to Kalya 
to refurbish his new business office in Sanskrit School… All that seems to be normal in this 
world of today… One can make money, invest it and get it back… When anyone wants a 
house in Auroville, one has to show his/her bank book, but for some, none of this is 
needed… Well that could be acceptable for Kalya IF he was a valuable contributor to 
Auroville economy… However, this is not the case. 
  
Kalya and his wife have purchased private properties around Auroville, and possibly 
farther away like in Kodaikanal… But for lands around Auroville, the Government of Tamil 
Nadu gives sufficient proof so that his deals can be exposed here: 



 
Above: Encumbrance Certificate of his private land next to Arc-en-Ciel... 

Below: one of his private land adjacent to Arc-en-Ciel and presently is developed by him…  

 
Kalya private land next to Arc-en-Ciel a few months back... 



 
Kalya land next to Arc-en-Ciel now... 

Then another land purchased in the name of Kalya’s wife Kala, near Petai: 



 

A few years back a well-known Tamil Nadu politician has purchased a piece of land in the 
Green Belt near Dana... C.V. Shanmugam, minister of law and justice... 

 



One of Kalya trusted man. Krishnamurthy from Edayanchavadi is in charge of this private 
development in the Green Belt being made without NOC from the Auroville Foundation by 
Kalya... 

You will notice the design of the two projects with the round window type structure in the 
wall and the intensive use of granite... 
  
It remains to be seen how this new project is being accounted for the account books of 
Progress Landscape? This warrant a mid term internal audit...   
    
Now, questions arise: 
  
1 – Is Kalya, who openly promotes and sustains right to purchase private properties, 
qualified to become a member of the FAMC? 
2 – Is Kalya who run private businesses qualified to be member of the FAMC? 
3 – Is Kalya who is engaged doubtful financial transaction qualified? 
4 – Is Kalya, who was a benamidar for lands paid by Anand of Auroform. He goes by as 
someone who has given “his” lands to Auroville, which is not true. The fact is that Kalya 
was caught by authorities for illegal granite business on private land; he transferred that 
land to the Foundation to avoid that. Now knowing that he is qualified? 
5 – Kalya was instrumental in questionable transfers of huge sum of money (about Rs 2 
crores) to Sunship building. What was the origin of these funds is questionable. Having 
been instrumental in this transfer, is he qualified? 
6 – What are the sources of funds for his activities and his private properties? 
7 – How this project and others are being accounted in his balance sheet? 

This is for you to decide, as far as I am concerned, he is not. Now any one with doubtful 
and questionable character can become a candidate for the apex groups of the 
Foundation because there is no way to test abilities and because nomination is often 
made by people who are not willing to look beyond feelings and do not care much about 
ethics and legalities. 
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